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COMPARATIVE FLIGHT AND FULL-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL Measurements OF
THE MAXIMUM LIJH’ OF All AIRPLANE

By ABE SILVERBTEIN1S. KATZOFF, and JAMES A. HOOTACM

SUMMARY

D.derminatian.s of the power-off man-mum lift of a
Fairchild 92 airplane were made in the N. A. C. A. fuL2
scale wind tunnel and in fight. The results from the
two types of ted were in satisfactory agreement. It was
found that, when the airplane was rotated poaitirely in
pitch through the angle of stall at rates of the order of
0.1” per ~econd, the maximum ltft coe#icient was con-
m.derablyhigher than that obtained in the standard test~lin
which the forw.s are measured with the angle~ of attack
jixed. Scale effect on the maximum lift coej%ient was
af80 inre~tigated.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present in-instigation was to
obtain a direct comparison between tl.ight and full-
SmIe wind-turmel measurements of the maximum
lift coefficient of a Fairchild 22 @,ane. The com-
parison was desirable in order to indicate the extent to
which the various wind-tunnel effects and both wind-
tunnel and f3ight techniques might influence maximum-
Iift determinations. The turbulence in the ful.1-sde
tunneI (reference 1) -was of particular concern.

Obviously, a I@h order of accuracy must exist in
both flight and wind-tunnel measurements if the com-
parison is to be significant. The many possibilities
for e.xperimentaI error in both series of tests required
that great care be exercised in obtaining the test data.
Pre\ious comparisons between flight and full-sale
wind-tunneI result-s (references 2 and 3) were incidental
to other st udk and unsuited for the accuracy here
desired.

Inasmuch as, in the flight dekminations of masimum
Iift, the airplane was rotated through the angle of stall,
some wind-tunneI tests were made with the airplane
rotating at corresponding anawlar velocities in order to
investigate the effect of this teebnique on the results.

Wind-tunnel tests to determine the Reynokla ATum-
ber effects on the ma.xinmm lift coefficient and on the
minimum drag coefficient were &o made.

FULL-SCALE WIND-TUNNEL EWESTIGATION

APPAEATUSAWlTESTS

The X. A. C. A. full-scale wind tunnel and its eqtip-
ment are described in reference 2. Figure 1 is a 3-view

drawing of the Fairchild 22 parasol monopIane. Two
positions of the center of gravity me indicated, corre-
sponding to two airpIane loadings used in the tight tests. .
The airpIane was equipped for these tests with a
speciaIIy surfaced wing of hT. A. C. A. 2RJ2 section.
A paint fNer was applied over the for-ward 15 percsmt
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FIGLH.I.—FeJrchfld22drphnewithIV@ ofN.L C.A.2EI12Won.

of the wing surface and wuxed to d reflecting &h, the
pok.h be&~ maintained t.hro~~hout both wind-tunneI
and flight tests. The purpose of the polish vms not
only to provide a reproducible surface but also to
increase any diHerences between the wind-tunnel and
f@ht results due to turbulence in the wind tunnel.
MI the tests were made with the airpIane at 0° yaw and
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roll and with the ailerons locked in the neutral position.
The propeller was locked in the vertical position except
where otherwise noted. Figure 2 shows the airplane
mounted on the wind-tunnel balance supports.

The tests were of_two types. The tests designated
“standard” were similar to those normally made in the
wind tunnel, in which the force readings are not taken
until a number of seconds aftsr the airplane has been
brought to rest at the desired attitude. In the other
type of test, force readings were taken at regular inter-
vals whiIe the angle of attack was being changed at a
consta~t rate, The rates of change of angle of attack
in these runs were varied between 0.025° and 0.2° per
second, this range including that used in the flight
te9t9.

Except in the tests to determine minimum drag, all
measurements were made in the region of maximum lift.,
the angle-of-nttacli rfinge being usually from 12° to 20°.

FIGURE2.—FafrchlId 22airplane in! uhefde wind tunneL

Air speeds ranged from 29 to 63 miles per hour, except
for the minimum-drag tests, in which ~ir speeds up to
119 miles per hour were used. Much of the work was

‘done at an air speed of 56 miles per hour, which is
approximately fight speed at ma.umurn lift.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

The results of the wind-tunnel tests are summarized
in figures 3 to 19. .Except where otherwise noted, the
figures refer h tests of the strmdmd type. AU measure-
ments were corrected for jet-boundary effect at the
wing, brdance-support tare values, and blocking, as
described in reference 4.

In figure 3 the lift, the c@ag, and the pitching-
moment coefficients, and the lift-drag ratio are plotted
agaimt the angle of attack of. the thru9t axis, err, for
the airplano with the horizontal tail removed. The
test data were obtained at an air speed of 56 miles per
hour. The pitching-moment coefficient was based on
a center-of-gravity position as determined for a gross
weight of 1,613 pou-nds. (See &. 1.)

Scale effect,-Figure 4 shows tho lift curvm obtained
at five different air speeds for the tiirphtno with the
horizontal tail removed. It will be observed that,
with increasing air speed, the maximum lift coelfkient
reaches higher values and the entire lift curve is slightly
raised, even over the linear mnge. Tho brcnk in tho
lift curse at the peak becomes sharper with incrcnsing
air speed, indicating a variation in the mechanism of
stalling. It may bc noted thtit beyond tho stalL the
lift curve repres@s only a rough average, for there is
wide scatter of the points in this regioJ1.

The variation of the maximum lift cocfkicnt with
air speed k shown in figure 5 for three diflercut, test
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conditions, namely, tail removed, tail ouj and tail on
with the angle changing nt the rate of O.1° per second.
The in[lcated stabilizer angle (6,) and elevator anglo
(6,) correspond approximately to trim tit maximum lift.
MI the tests show essentially the same vmiation of
maximum lift coefficient with air speed. Iksults from
the tests in the variable-density tunnel of the plnin
airfoil are 81s0 shown in the figure, and it will be scm
that, except for a ve~tical displacement due to difhrcuco
in plan form and to the effect of the fuselage, the agree-
ment is very good.

Experiments to determine whether the presence of
the prope~er flsed in the vertical or the horizontal
position materially influenced the mflximum lift showed
that the propeller in either position hod H ncgligihlc
eflect (fig. 6).
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Six months after the completion of the wind-tunnel
tests, some of the measurements were repeated in
order to test for a suspected deterioration of the wing.
The repeat tests failed to show any appreciable effect
of deterioration, the results being in satisfactory
agreement with the em-her measurements (fig. 7).

The ScaIe effect on minimum drag is shown in figure
& The minimum drag coefficient decreases from 0.058
to 0.042 as the speed increases from 30 to 119 roles per
hour. This decrease in the drag coefficient is many
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,t-mSXLmr&Illfc an~ of the mssfmmn ffft meElc(enf, for three test mnditlom
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times greater than that to be expected from the wing
alone and may be attributed to a large scale effect on
the junctures, struts, and smaller ptirts of the airplane.

The effects of scale on the pitching-moment coefi.
cient and on the angle of attack for trim me shown in
figure 9 to be negligible, except where reduction in air
speed causes staI@, as at the fit point on the 14°
curve- The elevator angle for trim at mwcimum lift is
plotted against air speed in figure 10; the variation is
due to the scale effect on mtmi.mum Iift.
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Trim lift curves.-In order to obtain lift curves
corresponding to flight, the wind-tunnel results were
adjusted to the trim condition at all angles of athwk.
Trim lift curves were determined from the wind-tunnel
datn for two positions of the ~enter of grflvity, COrre-

u Air speed, m.p.h.

FIGURE9.-SorJe effeet, FaIrcMid 32 etrplane. Varfa-tfonwith efr speed of angIe of
attack for trim and ofpltihlng-moment coeiRdant at two wI= of attack. Wetght,
I@13porm@ & -l.&; 3,, -25”.

spending to the two airpkme loadings used in the flight
tests. The plots used in deriving the trim lift curves me
shown in figures. 11, 12, and 13. In figure 11 the effect
of elevator. deflection on the. pitching-moment- coeffi-
cient is ahowm At each elevntor setting, the angle of

Air speed, m.p.h.

FIGURE10.-Scde eflect, Fairchild ’22efrphme. Varfntion with air speed of elewdor
asttkrg for trtm at maximum lift. 6,, –8.@.

attuck for trim ie found where t~~e c~lrve cro~es the
rtsis. Cross plots of these dt-tt8 me shown in figure 12
where tlm elevator angle for trim is plotted ag~inst
angle of attack for both airplnne weights and for two
stabilizer settings. In figure 13 the variation of lift
coefficient with elevnt.or tingle is shown for se-rernl

angles of attuck. From figures 12 and 13 tho trim lift
curves are constructed (fig, 14) for n constttnt spcwi of
56 miles per hour.

These trim lift curves, however, do not actutdly
represent the conditions that would bo found in flight
tests, for in flight (1) the air speed varies -with the lift
coefficient, thus giving rise to a small scnIe eflcct, and
(z) the chrtnging of the angle of attack has nn effccb,
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FIGURE11.-P1tchIng-moment cumre at dltlerent eIewLor mgim. Falrchlld 22nlr-
DIW; weight, 1,6I3porrnm a,,-8.6”; ah speed, 56m. P. h.

apparent nminly m increased maximum lift. Both
of time corrections were applied in tho construction
of the “flight-speed” curves of figuro 14. Tho vrwin-
tion with Reynolds Number of tho ml~ximum lift co-
efficient, determined at dc+it = 0.10 per second and
corrected to the trim condition, is compmcd with flight
results in figure 15.

The effect of angular velocity on maximum lift, ----
During the course of the investigation it was ckervcrl,
as previously mentioned, that the mnxinmm lift co-
efficients obtained in the tests with changing mnglc of
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attack were considerably higher than those obtained
in the standard tests. In figure 16 are given Iift cm.rves
showing the manner in which the peak of the Iift curve
rises with increasing rate of change of angle. For the
standard tests the maximum value is 1.405, whereas,
with the angIe changing at the rate of 0.2° per second,
it is 1.480. In @ure 17 the maximum lift coellicients

.

0-8 -16 -24
Elevaicr angle. &, for frm, deg.

FIGURE12.-EIemtcx S&&S for trim. Fafrehfld 22 afrpkme; air W 65m P. h.

for two different airplane conditions are pIotted against

the nondimensional pmameter ~$ in which c and T“

are the chord and the ~elocity, respecti~ely. The
upper curve is for the taiI-removed condition, whiIe the
lower curve represents a tail-on condition with the
elevator set approximately for trim at maximum lift.
The angle of attack at maximum lift is also plotted

in the @ure; the variation paraIIeIs that of the lift -
coeflkient.

In order to establish the validity of these results,
particukdy as regards the possibtit y of error due to
balance characteristics, it was ascertained that, on the
one hand, the drtmping -was too Iow andl on the other
hand, the natund frequency of the balance -was too

Aqfe of ofhck, d,, deg.

FIomEil.-Trim Iiftcumes. FaIrchfItiU akphme.

high to cause any appreciable discrepancy between the
indicated and the actmd forces. As a further check
on the work, a d airfoiI of X. ~. C. ~. 2RI12 section
was tested at corresponding rates of change of angle of
attack in the N. A. C. A. mmiabIedensity tunneI. The
redts of these tests were in ~ery good agreement with
the results just &cussed.
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The effect upon the maximum Iift of the rate of
change of angle of attack is well known,. but the magn-
itude observed here was much higher than had been
anticipated on the basis of previous investigations.
Thus, Kramer’s fornmla (reference 5), which has been
approximately coniirrned both at-low ReynoIds Num-
bers (reference 6) and in flight (reference 7), predicts
orb 1/20 of the observed increase. The fahre of
Kr~m&s formula in this case may be due to the fact

c dd.—
k’ dt

FIGUEE 17.—Varia$Ion with-$ ~ of ., at nmdmum lift and of tha ~bmlm ~t

coefficient. FairdMd !22alrple.ne; ah speed, 60m. p. h.

that the formula was based on experimental results

~ $ It is also possibIeobtained at very high values of —T

that the phenomenon is not so independent of the wing
section characteristics as has been heretofore supposed.

The influence of air speed on the phenomenon is
shown in figure 5, where a set of standard runs at
difbrent air speeds is compared with a corresponding
set in which the angle of attack was changed at the
raterof 0.10 per second.

It is clear that the value of the lift coticient in the
neighborhood of and beyond the maximum is not
uniquely determined by the angle of attack. In order

to investigate the general charticter of the time vwia-
tion of the lift at fixed angles of tithwk in this rrmgc, a
few tests were made in which the anglo was i.ncreascd nt
a rate of O.1° per second up to a certain value and then
held consttint while ohscrvat.ions of lift force were
made. “The resuIts are shown in figure 18. The
highest angle of attack at which tlm lift is mnintninwl
indefinitdy is about 1&6°, When the tmgIc of att ~ck
ia increased above this value and then fixed, the flow
breaks down within t-tfew seconds and wide fluctuations
occur in the lifti
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InM beyond the ahll. Angle ofattack Increased at 0.1”mr seaond UPto the values
shown, and then fixed. Fairchild 22 alrplann 8,, -1.0”; J,, -2d”; atr spcvd,
04m. p. h.

Figure 19 further illustrates the viigarics in the
behavior of the lift coefficient near and beyond the
angle of maximum lift. Three separate lift curves nro
shown, obtained under apparently identical comlit ions.
Each is fairly smooth, yet &f7erent from the other two.

FLIGHT TESTS

The flight tests consisted in recording in flight, suflL
cient data to obtain the acceleration normal to the
flight path, the angle of attack, and the dynamic pres-
sure while the angIe of attack was being slowly in-
creased over a range of several degrees below and
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inchding the angle of stall. The recording instruments
con&ed of an air-speed meter, an angk+of-attack
meter, a two-component accelerometer, and a timer.
The air-speed recorder -was connected to a swi~eling
pitot-static head mounted on e, light boom about one
chord Iength forward of the leading edge at the semi-
spnn and slightly below the plane of the chord. This
head was calibrated against a suspended static head
down to the minimum shilling speed of the airphine.
The angle-of-attack recorder, which was calibrated in
steady gIides, consisted of a. differential-pressure type
of yaw head mounted on a boom simiIar to that em-
ployed for the air-speed head, but on the opposite side
of the airplane.

The Iift was computed from the normal acceleration
and the gross weight at the time of the test. After the

.

FIGLZE
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Angle of affack, ~, deg.

19.-Three dIRmnt IUt mm obtdned under apxntly ldentfcal mnd
~ da ~ ~w;tixwm.wh.:
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approximate time of stall was determined by inspection
of the records, calculations of CLwere made for diiTerent
instants during the maneuver until the maximum due
was obtained.

The tests -were made with the propelIer stopped m
the ~ertical position and with an a-ierage rate of change
of angle of attack of 0.16° per second for 3° to 4°
preceding the stalhng angle.

The -nwiation of the ReynoIds Wmber was obtained
by flying the airpIane fit heavily Ioaded at the lowest
~o~sib]e safe ~tit~de and then with the Ieast possible

load at high aIt.itude (approximately 10,000 feet).
..+ number of 9ights were made, se~eral t=~ bd
made in each flight. The corresponding a-ierage Rey-
nolds Numbers for the 14 individual tests made at Iow
aItitude and the 16 tests at high altitude were 3.04
x 10a and 2.28 X 10H, resp~ti~-e~y. For the T~OUS
flights, the average deviation of the individual resuhs
from the mean vms about 1 percent.

COMPARISON OF FLIGHT AND WIND-TUNNEL EESULTS

Points representing the average maximum Kft co-
efficients for the two f&ht Reyuokle Numbers are

plotted in figure 15 for comparison with the wind-
tumeI results. It will be noted that the wdues are
not directIy comparable, since the rates of change of
angIe of attack are slightly different. Correcting the
wirid-tunneI results to the angdar ~elocity used “in
flight viould, however, increase the wind-tunnel values
by onl~ one-half percent. The agreemat, accm-dir@y,
is satisfactory and indicates that, within the esperi-
ment.al accuracy, there is no important sysbmatic
discrepancy, such as r&ht be due to
tvreen the two types of measurement.

CONCLUSIONS

turbulence, be-

1. Satisfactory agreement e.sists between the maxi-
mum Iift coefiients measured in flight and those
measured in the full-scale wind tunneI.

2. It is necessary, in the comparison of ilight and
mind-tunnel measurements of the maximum lift coeffi-
cient, that the comparison be made at corresponding

rates of chrmge of angle of attack. Tabs of $$ of

the order of 0.01 may appreciably ihcrease the mafium
lift coefficient of an airplane over the -dues obtained
in the standard test, in which the forces are measured
with the angles of attack &ed.

.
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